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“

Over the course of many challenging technical projects for major brands,
spriteCloud and its staff have demonstrated their skills, and have become a
trusted partner and welcome additon to our teams.
Mark C. Rutter - QA Manager, Blast Radius, Amsterdam

Who we are
HELLO
We’re spriteCloud, an independent software testing and test
automation services provider located in the Netherlands. Our
team works with your team to increase your development
efficiency, and reduce the hassle of test planning and
capacity. The benefit to your customers is the certainty and
peace of mind that the features are tested on a wide range of
configurations. Leading to a significant increase in quality.

Testing services
Functional

A core area of our expertise, we handle functional
testing projects that range from short, fast,
campaign-driven web sites to large-scale, multilingual, multi-functional corporate web sites.

Automation

We use open source test automation tools like
selenium and cucumber, resulting in clear test
scenarios and reports. This allows you to catch
expensive regressions and failures early in the process.

Consultancy

We can deliver testing services for long and short
duration in the form of consultancy. Consultancy
can range from advice on development and testing
processes, to test automation training for staff.

Security

You’re in safe hands with our highly experienced
spriteCloud security professionals. We’re the experts at
uncovering vulnerabilities such as SQL injections and
XSS threats, and never reveal your security details.

We eat, sleep, live, breathe bug testing

IT’S WHAT WE DO
And do best. We know that your reputation is riding on what we deliver — high
quality testing, mostly on tight deadlines, and usually on even tighter budgets.
But we also live, work and play in the real world. (Heck, some of us even have
girlfriends and stuff). And we have discovered that reality is a great place to test.
99.9% of our customers live there. Imagine that.

Performance

spriteCloud is a performance and load test
specialist and an authorised LoadStorm® partner.
We build scenarios, run load tests and analyse
results to support customers in the field.

Agile

Collaboration between stakeholders — including
managers, developers, testers, and customers
— throughout the production process that isn’t
found in a traditional waterfall workflow.

Reputation. Meet spriteCloud

Find out today why startups, SMBs, enterprises, brands, digital agencies,
e-commerce, and mobile clients turn to spriteCloud to help improve their customer
experiences. And their reputation. With a complete range of QA services, we
provide a full service that includes test planning, functional testing, test automation,
performance testing, consultancy, mobile testing, and security testing. Our test
lab is open for all our clients to use, and has a full range of devices and platforms.
Discover how our process can boost your reputation.

Industries
Enterprise

Our QA directors provide highly-detailed tests,
based on best practice testing strategies. The
result is a flexible, high-quality and customisable
approach for your enterprise application.

Brands

Our tester skills and experience — honed in some
of the most demanding digital agencies — will
help your digital campaigns work flawlessly on
the latest browsers, phones and tablets.

Digital Agencies

We make sure your client experience lives up to
the promised expectations of high quality. Then
you can focus on what your agency does best,
and leave the bug hunting stuff to us. We love it.

eCommerce

Reach out some time

No client wants to be called at the weekend.
Our international community of eCommerce and
mCommerce testers are dedicated to delivering the
best customer experience. 24/7.

Mobile

With us on your team, you can deliver great
customer experiences that will have them
returning again and again to your mobile site,
app and mCommerce shopping cart.
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